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Requirements Engineering vs Requirements Traceability
The first steps of the system and requirements engineering phases of any project are to define the management aspects (management plan, requirements engineering process, schedule management) and the project specifications, in the widest sense: collection, analysis and synthesis of the need expressions from all stakeholders, and definition of requirements to express this need. Then requirements will be allocated, changed, re-organized, and tracked during all the project lifecycle.

So the first priority is to have a process, even a simple one, then it’s helpful to have this process supported by tools. A good process, even manual, is better than tools used without any process.

As there is often a confusion there, it seems important to distinguish 2 steps in a requirements management process:

- Requirements elicitation, identification and allocation: For this step there are a lot of publications, feedbacks and studies. These requirements are usually formalized in “Specifications” documents for the development teams or the subcontractors,
- Once formalized, the requirements have to be implemented and tested by the hardware and software development teams. This is the “requirements traceability”.

Requirements and implementation artefacts often change, and the impact of each change must be analyzed.

Solutions currently used by CS
For several years, the process used by CS to manage requirements was the following one:
Each development tool included in the project development cycle is completed by a set of macros or scripts allowing input data traceability. The documentation produced by each development tool is stored in a repository (in our case the database of DOORSTM, the very well known tool provided by Telelogic). The import/export functions allow to extract traceability information from the input documents, store and manage it in a database, perform impact analysis and build traceability matrices.

This CS instrumented process was used by the project development teams, but also by the teams answering to invitations to tender. So this process was supposed to be used during the 2 majors steps defined above : requirements capture and definition, then traceability and impact analysis. We used only DOORSTM to support this approach.

Widely involved in the Airbus A380 program, CS also used REQTIFYTM, from TNI-Valiosys, for the A380 software projects. CS also selected REQTIFYTM for other Aerospace and Automotive projects. REQTIFYTM is a simple, easy to handle and easy to deploy tool that needs formalized requirements as inputs, then provides requirements traceability, bi-directional impact analysis and documentation generation.

So, as several large groups today, we have 2 tools involved in our requirements management process : DOORSTM from Telelogic and REQTIFYTM from TNI-Valiosys.

**Tools positioning analysis**

Instead of defining a competition for the selection of only one tool for the group, we decided to analyze their real positioning in order to get the maximal added value from each tool and then to see what was the best approach :

- **DOORSTM** is very efficient to manage the requirements in the high-level system design phases, where several teams are discussing the customer need, what are the requirements,… At this level it is necessary to centralize the discussions in a database, manage change proposals about requirements definition (with the DOORSTM CPS – Change Proposal System). The center of interest is the requirements definition, the center of the tool is the database, it’s so consistent. The outputs of this approach are some formalized "Requirements documents", used as inputs for the next development steps.

- For the development and tests phases, the use of DOORSTM was possible only thanks to more or less accurate internally developed macros and/or interfaces with the tools used during development. But we think that it’s not the most effective way to use DOORSTM, for a very simple reason : the center of interest is no more the requirements definition, but their implementation and tests, which is disseminated across various development and test tools. It may be complex and expensive to try to centralize these artefacts in a database. The risk is to make the tool rejected by the development teams, but if the real problem would not be the tool but the way to use it.

- **REQTIFYTM** is very efficient for development and tests teams receiving formalized specifications documents as inputs, outputs of a manual work for small projects or of a work supported by DOORSTM for larger projects. REQTIFYTM is
provided including interfaces with various tools. But REQTIFY™ itself can’t manage collaborative definition of high-level requirements or system requirements. Its added value starts once the requirements have been defined, not before.

**An original 2 tools based approach to maximize the added value**

Following the positioning analysis, we concluded that the maximal added value is in the collaboration between these 2 tools instead of in a competition. This 2 tools based approach is described below:

- At system level the multi-team need analysis is centralized in a database, requirements are discussed, optimised with rigorous change decision process, upto their integration in one or several specifications documents. Clearly, this is not the positioning of REQTIFY™, and this need is perfectly addressed by DOORS™,
- REQTIFY™ is used as soon as the specifications are produced, to capture requirements in documents and manage them across the whole development lifecycle for software.

**Important note:** Requirements can be captured directly in the database, but as teams usually work through document exchanges, such a direct import between tools creates a second channel and this duplication must be managed. If not, it must be preferred to keep the same reference as project teams, meaning specifications documents themselves,
- REQTIFY™ then manages requirements implementation and tests during all the development process, and provides coverage analysis, impact analysis of a change at any level and various reports. Results can be produced in a documentation format (Word, HTML,...) or directly inserted in the DOORS™ database for analysis by the system engineers.

A very important point is that the insertion of REQTIFY™ in our process was possible without any modification : neither of our requirements management approach nor of the work performed at high level with DOORS™:

Such an approach has several major benefits:

- DOORS™ is used for its maximum added value, widely recognized and presented : requirements definition in a widely collaborative and iterative way,
• We provide development teams with REQTIFY™ as a light and efficient solution, more external than a database-based one, keeping the focus on the implementation, for traceability and impact analysis. As it has been designed for these tasks, REQTIFY™ offers a very pleasant user-interface to navigate in the traceability graph,

• By solving our compatibility and interface problems (versions of various used tools), REQTIFY™ allows us to replace more and more macros and scripts by only one tool, supported by its editor. A simple ‘Save’ action leads REQTIFY™ to update the traceability analysis results, there’s no need to synchronise the files or models with a database,

• Each tool is a well-accepted solution at the appropriate level. This acceptance allows to widely deploy the requirements engineering process: This process, initially supported and defined with DOORS™, is not modified by REQTIFY™ as this tool needs such a definition as input,

• DOORS™ requirements can be easily captured by REQTIFY™ for development teams, and REQTIFY™ analysis results can be provided to DOORS™ in order to give a good view of the system implementation to the system engineers, using DOORS™,

• The global cost is much lower: the overall purchase cost of REQTIFY™ is lower, the training is very short and its administration is very simple as there’s no database,

• Most of all, this 2 tools based approach is an effective and economical solution to make the development teams play the game of the requirements management process.

As already said, this CS instrumented process is used by the project development teams, but also by the teams answering invitations to tender, or request for proposals. We also plan to combine the capabilities of each tool in order to choose the most efficient approach, but the general way should be:

• To use REQTIFY™ to generate the coverage matrix showing the compliance with the customer requirements, as it takes only a few minutes to customize the tool according to the requirements syntax. Of course DOORS™ will still be used for some proposals where it is the most adapted.

• Once the business is secured, to use the DOORS™ and REQTIFY™ collaboration, or only one of these tools depending on the project context.

We also think that REQTIFY™ can be used even when subcontracting with a customer using DOORS™, but we still have to confirm this view in real-size projects.
Beyond the CS experience

This approach based on the collaboration between a database based tool (DOORS™ but also RTM™ from Integrated Chipware, or CORE™….) and a file-centric tool (REQTIFY™) can be extended in a very general way to a wide range of developments, including both Software and Hardware (FPGA, Electronic Boards) developments. So it can be a good answer to a wide range of problems not solved by the use of only one tool for all the process steps. Let’s just take 2 examples among a lot of others :

- Hardware design : today a recent and very demanding standard has to be applied for Hardware in Aeronautics : the DO254 standard, equivalent of what is the DO178B for Software. Even for mature requirements engineering process, applying it across the Hardware design should be more easily accepted and easier to deploy with a file-centric tool than with a database based tool (does it make sense to import hundreds of VHDL files and test benches in a database ?).

- As a matter of fact, engineers live in a document-oriented world : Today’s projects need to be very reactive and leave no place for the implementation of a bad requirement, or for a change realized without impact analysis. The document-based work generates a high risk of redundancy and/or non-synchronisation with a database. A ‘file-centric’ tool is a good solution for managing what is effectively in the documents.

The global process could so be presented as below :

Conclusion : Perspectives and reuse of CS experience

For requirements management, the process is the priority. Tools are only there to support this process as effectively as possible. Today, we consider that this 2 tools based approach is the most effective one for large groups, from both technical and cost points of view. It can be applied to software and hardware designs. It should also be the unique solution to support the deployment of recent demanding standards as DO254 for Hardware in Aeronautics, and is a good way to avoid redundancy in some document-oriented projects.
CS used DOORS™ and REQTIFY™ individually in various contexts, and is now deploying a 2 tools based approach described above. We consider there is a higher value in a collaboration rather than in the selection of only one tool after a competition.

As a consulting company, CS considers that this experience can help major groups looking for an effective solution to support their requirements engineering process, in Aerospace, Automotive, Industrial and other markets.
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DOORS™ is provided by Telelogic : www.telelogic.com
REQTIFY™ is provided by TNI-Valiosys : www.tni-valiosys.com
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